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Introduction Titles 1—As part of the  
introduction to the video, I will explain the  
location of the Video shoot.   
 
TMCR is a local community radio station in 
Thorne, where I am an active volunteer. 

Introduction Titles 2—This element explains 
the way in which TMCR broadcasts to it’s  
listeners.  FM for the local community which 
is generally within a 6 kilometre range (or  
further where geographics allow), and for 
those further afield, there is an option to  
listen online. 

Introduction Titles 3—This gives the location 
of the TMCR studio, which is located within 
the market town of Thorne in South  
Yorkshire.   
The Bridge Centre houses TMCR, together 
with other community partners within the 
area.  St Leger Homes, Thorne and 
Moorends Regeneration Partnership,  
and Re-Furnish Thorne 
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Shot 4—This is a pan and zoom shot  taken 
outside the studio.  It features the local  
community in the background, before  
panning slightly right and zooming into the 
large promotional sign attached to the side of 
the studio.  I will use this to demonstrate the 
link between the listeners and TMCR 

Shot 5—This shot will take a journey from the 
front door, along the corridor to the Office 
and the Studio.  It will slow slightly at the  
office door, before continuing along the  
presenter gallery of photographs, finishing 
with my photograph at the end of the take. 

Shot 6—This is a hold shot on my  
photograph, to re-emphasise my role within 
the radio station. 
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Shot 7— Having zoomed out slightly to show 
my photograph and the studio door, the  
camera will pan right from my photograph, to 
then zoom into the sign on the studio door. 

Shot 8 - Title—This is to introduce my  
breakfast show on the radio station, which is 
taking place during the filming of the video 

Shot 9—This is a atmospheric shot to show 
the studio.  Shown here are the gold discs, 
and also the CD rack, where there are  
thousands of songs that are not listed on the 
playout computer system 
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Shot 10—This is a atmospheric shot to show 
the studio.  Shown here are more gold discs, 
and also the studio door. 

Shot 11—This is a pan shot from left to right, 
showing the mixer desk and computer 
screens, from where I broadcast to around 
40000 people per show.  It is taken from the 
aspect of the presenter chair. 

Shot 12—This is a pan shot from right to left 
from the CD corner around to the mixer desk, 
where I am preparing to introduce a song 
once the one currently playing has ended.  
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Shot 13—Title—This is a title to show the 
ways in which the listeners can interact with 
me at the radio station, via Telephone, Text 
or Email 

Shot 14—This is a shot of my introducing the 
next song to be played.  It starts with me  
talking, and it pans around from left to right to 
show the mixing desk and computer, and 
then pans from right to left to completion. 

Shot 15—Closing Titles—This is to promote 
the radio station, and it’s links to the  
Community. 
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Shot 16—Closing Titles—This is to promote 
the radio station, and it’s links to the  
Community since 2009. 

Shot 17—Closing Titles—This is the radio 
station logo, and closes the video out. 
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